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1 Background

1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

The NAMA Partnership Working Group on Sustainable Development (WG-SD) & International Partnership on Mitigation and MRV is conducting a research project on indicators of transformational change for monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV) of Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs). The project aims to improve the understanding of transformational change (TC) and how to MRV such that NAMAs facilitate a transformation for low emission and sustainable development to achieve the 2°C target. These indicators shall help policy-makers, investors and implementers to identify and decide which NAMA proposals should be prioritized to promote transformational change, which factors must be observed and worked on to foster transformational change through targeted interventions, and to track progress of transformational changes through MRV.

Important points for research to respond to these interests are the following:

1. Goal dimension: low carbon development and sustainable development impacts, taking into consideration the debate on SDGs.
2. Process dimension: Identification of success factors and indicators increasing the probability of transformational change.
3. Link between success factors/indicators of change and depth of transformational, paradigm change

The UNEP DTU Partnership (formerly the UNEP Risoe Centre) in collaboration with Wuppertal Institute (WI) is implementing the project, supported by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Secretariat and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ).

The objective of the concept paper is to propose an operational definition for what transformational change means in the context of NAMAs, taking into consideration ongoing discussions among NAMA experts, and to give an overview of theoretical approaches to sustainability transitions and transformational change, exploring their possible applicability to NAMAs. The theoretical approaches are the basis to propose hypotheses for the dynamics, indicators and success factors that foster transformational change, which is necessary to assess whether a NAMA intervention has been or can be transformational to achieve low carbon and sustainable development goals. This paper will serve as the basis for further exploration of a framework to assess the potential for transformational impacts of NAMAs.

1.2 WHY TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE?

Transformational change and paradigm shifts are becoming important terms within the vocabulary of the climate change and development community. They reflect a shared belief that a fundamental change is needed to prevent dangerous levels of climate change and to ensure a globally sustainable development. Such a change cannot simply arise from changing technologies or simple structures. It must entail a systemic change involving changes in “worldviews, institutions and technologies together, as an integrated system” (Beddoe et al. 2009).
Selecting concrete actions that have the highest potential to bring about this type of change is not trivial: a simple comparison of numbers (e.g. involved costs vs. expected reduction of emissions) will not suffice. Instead, the design of strategies and interventions needs to incorporate and reflect institutional and cultural surroundings in order to have the greatest potential for a transformational effect. Thus, gaining a deeper understanding of what “transformational change” entails forms an important part for decisions on the design of interventions, and also financing decisions of financial agencies that fund these activities.

1.3 WHAT IS MEANT WITH TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE?

Despite the increasing use of the term in the climate context, there is no single, generally acknowledged definition of Transformational Change or Paradigm Shift. Two of the most prominent proponents of the concept, the British-German NAMA Facility and the UNFCCC’s Green Climate Fund, omit an explicit definition. Instead, the concept is circumscribed through factors that potentially increase the transformational impact of an intervention.

Such factors include contributions to broader programmes or policy frameworks, change of prevailing structures of a sector contributing to high emissions, impact beyond the project scope, institutional capacity building, private sector engagement, innovation, replicability, scaleability, and learning processes.

These can all be considered important aspects of potentially transformational processes. However, their individual importance varies strongly with the individual intervention context.

The recent guidebook “Shifting Paradigms” (Mersmann et al. 2014) included a strongly theory-driven definition of transformational change, defining it as

"a structural change that alters the interplay of institutional, cultural, technological, economic and ecological dimensions of a given system. It will unlock new development paths, including social practices and worldviews."

Due to its high level of generalization, it may serve as the starting point for further research and refinement. The case studies and analyses carried out within this project have a high potential to adapt this definition to “real-world” applications such as NAMAs in national development contexts.

In order to be able to delineate Transformational Change from other – quantitatively extensive – changes and thus identify NAMAs which foster the institutional, cultural, technological, economic and ecological transformation of systems, we start our research with a working definition:

“Transformational Change through NAMAs is a change:

(1) that disrupts established high-carbon pathways, contributes to sustainable development and sustains the impacts of the change (goal dimension),

(2) that is triggered by interventions of actors who innovate low carbon development models and actions, connect the innovation to day-to-day practice of economies and societies, and convince other actors to apply the innovation to actively influence the multi-level system to adopt the innovation process, (process dimension)

(3) that overcomes persistent barriers toward the innovated low carbon development model and/or create new barriers which hinder the transformed system to relapse into the former state (sustains ‘low-carbon lock-in’)."
The research shall describe phases of such transformational changes and analyse which are the success factors, how they act together in order to mutually positively influence one another and achieve a new innovative low carbon development model in a scrutinized system. At the end of the case study analysis, this working definition shall be modified according to the findings of the case studies. Such a definition serves us for the research and is expected to help implementers design and implement their NAMAs for transformational change impacts.

1.4 WHAT IS THE LINK BETWEEN TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

**Two distinct concepts**

In public discourse the concept of transformational change is generally used in (implicit) connotation with the goal of sustainable development (Homer-Dixon 2009; WBGU 2011; UN 2012), sharing a common conviction that switching to genuine sustainable development pathways will only be possible through transformational (i.e. massive and structural) change – not only on a technological level, but also on political, social and cognitive levels.

We believe that it is important to clearly distinguish between the two concepts (see figure below):

- Sustainable development is a normative concept defining the direction and the goal of development.
- Transformational Change is a descriptive concept defining the process and depth of change.

In this sense, Transformational Change has no normative connotation on its own. A crucial difference to non-structural (“normal”) change is a shift of predominant paradigms (i.e. established “ways of doing things”).

**Directions of change**

Normatively, change can lead to a “better” as well as a “worse” development, and may also lead to an outcome in stark contrast to sustainability. This also holds true for deeper and more fundamental paradigm shifts. The figure above may serve to illustrate our reasoning. Change may be gradual (land degradation), or balanced by other changes (high efficiency outpaced by growth), or it may fundamentally alter and transform societies (low-carbon society, dictatorships). Thus, we can make statements about the depth of a change process without referring to its normative quality. On the other hand, we may look at the normative aspect of a change process. In terms of sustainable development, we perceive production methods that lead to land degradation as non-sustainable. Highly (energy-)efficient means of production we perceive as a crucial component of sustainable development, though rebound effects through economic growth may lessen their sustainable development impact. Our most desired goal is that of a low-carbon society, including wholly sustainable production methods, while we would shun dictatorial systems as wholly unsustainable.

---

1 Note that this can by no means be a direct comparison, as the examples given pertain to very different aspects of sustainable development.
Of course, the figure crudely simplifies the multi-dimensional nature of a change process: the direction of change is given in only one dimension – while factually sustainability has many dimensions: social gains may come with ecological losses; changes contributing to climate change mitigation may increase local pollution. In practice this makes it difficult to make an overall assessment of what sustainable development is. In this respect, also our examples refer to different dimensions of sustainable development: land degradation is an ecological issue, possibly with social impacts (rural poverty), while dictatorships impact most strongly in the social sphere and may (or may not) have negative impacts with respect to ecological aspects of sustainability.

**Changing pathways**

When we discuss “change”, we need to be aware that our world and all of its subsystems encounter constant change – we are on a continuous development pathway. But as much as the state of the system changes, fundamental pathways often stay the same (on the left side the figure). However, transformational change is not only about changing the given status (which is, in any case, subject to constant change) but is about fundamentally changing the pathway.

Land degradation is a typical example of constant overuse of resources depleting arable soils over time, due to a prevailing use paradigm that cannot be sustained by the available land. Land degradation can be classified as a constant process of change towards non-sustainability that results from upholding an unsustainable status quo. Technological fixes such as soil fertilisation may be able to slow down the process for a period, but without a shift towards sustainable use patterns, lands continue to be degraded over time.
Transformational Change towards Sustainable Development

In order to address climate change adequately, the dimensions of sustainable development and transformational change are inextricably linked. Therefore we adopt the shared normative notion that this direction should be geared towards low carbon, climate-resilient, resource efficient, socially just and other types of sustainable societies.

However, in order to navigate the path towards genuine sustainable development, we find it very helpful to distinguish between the direction and the depth of the change process ahead of us.

In other words: Sustainable Development is the goal we want to achieve – Transformational Change is the process that can bring us there.

1.5 NAMAS AND TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE

The concept of Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) was established in 2007 at the Bali climate conference. One of the key elements of the Bali Action Plan, the roadmap for the development of a new comprehensive climate agreement that was to be concluded at the Copenhagen conference in 2009, was the provision that non-Annex I countries should undertake “nationally appropriate mitigation actions (…) in the context of sustainable development, supported and enabled by technology, financing and capacity-building, in a measurable, reportable and verifiable manner” (UNFCCC 2008).

The aim is that developing countries will leapfrog stages of development which deplete natural resources and global common goods and immediately build sustainable development models. The scope of NAMAs is to support large-scale mitigation actions, and to broaden the scope of interventions for low-carbon development in developing countries. An assessment of early NAMA proposals showed that these NAMAs in the long run may yield GHG emission reductions on a much larger scale than the current market-based mechanisms (cf. Wang-Helmreich et al. 2011). Current and potential funding options explicitly state the objective to “catalyse transformational change towards low-carbon development” (BMU and DECC 2013) or to promote “the paradigm shift towards low-emission and climate
resilient development pathways" (UNFCCC 2011). Thus, fostering transformational change has become an explicit ambition of NAMA financing. If this ambition is taken up widely by developing countries, NAMAs can become important agents to set countries on a pathway to low-carbon societies.

This paper is intended as a starting point to develop an assessment framework for the transformational impact potential of NAMAs. Assessing transformational impact potentials will be indispensable in order to find the best solutions to low-carbon challenges, aid decision-makers in choosing the right NAMA for their specific circumstance, and guide financing institutions in their NAMA financing decisions.
2 Theoretical Approaches to Transformational Change: What is in them for NAMAs?

In the following, we explore a number of approaches from theories of sustainability transitions that can be helpful to analyze change processes in general, and specifically NAMA-type policies and projects, in terms of their transformational impact potential. Depending on their focus, each approach has different strengths, and provides another “piece of the puzzle” for the analysis of transformational change processes.

The Multilevel Perspective (section 2.1) provides analysts and decision makers with a heuristic for analysis of change processes, as well as a starting point for considering NAMA designs.

The Phase Model (section 2.2) adds to this by providing a temporal dimension, and a further means to design NAMAs tailor-made to their specific context.

Finally, two management theories for sustainability transitions (section 2.3) add possibilities for managing and steering innovations as a crucial point for transformational change to the overall picture.

Fig. 3: Each theory adds important aspects to NAMA assessment
For each approach, we provide a short overview. We then sketch out their possible relevance for transformational NAMA development and assessment, or any activities that can be classified as such. We have attempted to break down the theories into easily approachable recommendations for practical application.²

In lieu of a conclusion, we provide the reader with a set of possible hypotheses that can be derived from the theoretical approaches as a basis for further analysis.

### 2.1 MULTILEVEL PERSPECTIVE (MLP)

At their core, transition studies seek to answer the question: How do innovations lead to a change in the established way of doing things? To this aim, transition research analyses dynamic processes of structural change in so-called socio-technical systems, defined as “a configuration of elements that include technology, policy, markets, consumer practices, infrastructure, cultural meaning and scientific knowledge” (Geels and Kemp 2012, 49). In most transition studies, change processes are captured in terms of a multi-level perspective (MLP). The MLP distinguishes three basic levels within over-all systems that interact and reinforce each other:

**Socio-technical landscape:**
This can be anything that is outside the sphere of direct influence for the actors within the system, but can influence the change process.

As an example: Domestic electricity generation choices will not be able to directly influence the outcomes of the multilateral negotiations under the UNFCCC, whereas decisions taken there can certainly shape domestic activities in that field.³

**Socio-technical regime:**
This is the system’s established way of doing things, including not only technological choices, but also any type of established political, social, economic or cultural practice. A socio-technical regime is essentially stable, and will not change fundamentally by itself. To stay with the example, generating electricity from coal is an established practice within most countries, with proven technologies and established policies and business models. It is unlikely that a change of energy generation models will occur if it is not subject to pressure from outside (i.e. the landscape, e.g. UNFCCC agreements or the oil price – see above), or inside (i.e. niche innovations like new technologies or business models – see below).

**Niches, or niche innovations:**
This is where new things are tried out that deviate from established practice within the dominant regime. Successful niche innovations will start to compete with established practices, i.e. seek to enter the regime level. If they do, the regime is transformed, and a new dominant way of doing things develops.

---

² We are aware that there is a great number of theoretical as well as practical approaches to transformational processes, such as Arenas of Develop-ment, Technological Innovation Systems, Theory of Change and many others. The three approaches presented here were chosen not least for rea-sons of consistency, as they represent different aspects of the same school of thought.

³ Note that these exogenous factors not only include international politics, but also natural or man-made occurrences outside the direct sphere of influence, e.g. extreme weather events or the global oil price
Coming back to the example, despite a dominant model for generating electricity, renewable energy technologies may be tried by some individuals, and new business models developed in conjunction. These new electricity generation models will start to compete with the established electricity sector in a country. If they are successful, they can replace coal-generated electricity with renewable energy as the main source of electricity. However, this also brings forth changes in business models, policies and social practice – the structure of the system is changed.

The basic logic of the MLP model is captured in the graphic below:

**Fig. 4: Multi-Level Perspective (cf. Geels and Schot, 2010)**

Transformational change consists of change in the socio-technical regime. A niche innovation can trigger such changes in the socio-technical regime while exogenous factors from the socio-technical landscape can foster or stall changes in the socio-technical regime. Hence, the Multi-Level Perspective mainly scrutinizes the context of transformational change.

**Relevance for transformational NAMAs**

The MLP in itself does not give any prescriptions on how to design or implement potentially transformational actions. It does, however, provide analysts and policy makers with a highly useful heuristic framework that can shape the way possible actions are considered and consequently designed.4

---

4 In section 2.3 below, we also sketch out the basics of two more prescriptive management theories that strongly draw from transition theory and MLP.
Three questions
As sketched out in the short examples above, first of all the MLP viewpoint structures systems in an easily graspable fashion. On the most general level, practitioners designing NAMAs may consider:

1. What is the NAMA supposed to change?

Answers to this question will first of all delineate the socio-technical regime. For a complete picture, it will be important that answers cover as good as possible the institutional, cultural, technological, economic and ecological aspects of the established ‘way of doing things’. This will help to gain insights on where an intervention will likely have an effect, and where barriers or strong resistance to change may be encountered.

Thus, practitioners can gain insights from the MLP on what to change. But, at least equally importantly, how can a NAMA best induce change? MLP posits that every change process starts in niches. So, practitioners may consider:

2. Which niches exist? How could they be enhanced through a NAMA?

Answering this question can define the focus of the NAMA. If there is only a little activity, or no niche at all in the envisioned field, a NAMA may be designed in such a way that it creates such a niche. For instance, coming back to our electricity example, a NAMA could be to jumpstart renewable energy deployment in a country or region by creating pilot projects as showcases.

Anyhow, if there is already a niche, a NAMA may more strongly focus on political and/or economic support in order to heighten the likelihood for success of the innovations developed in that niche. So, if there already is a niche for renewable energy, a NAMA may support its success by creating incentives for a stronger uptake, e.g. through the establishment of a feed-in tariff system.

Finally, while outside of the sphere of influence of NAMAs themselves, they may profit from making positive use of exogenous factors (the “landscape”) in order to heighten the likelihood of a NAMA to change the mainstream regime. NAMA developers should ask:

3. Are there exogenous factors that support the change that the NAMA is designed for?

There are many exogenous factors that influence a change process. E.g., outcomes of international negotiations can open up political windows of opportunity to act on the domestic level, or can lead to new financing opportunities such as through the Green Climate Fund.

Tailor-made NAMAs, patterns of development
Thus, the MLP heuristic in our view provides a highly useful structure for the NAMA design process. Thinking about and answering the three questions posed above will not automatically lead to transformational change, but it will help to design tailor-made NAMAs that can jumpstart new and target ongoing change processes within a country.

Tailor-made solutions will be absolutely crucial for the potential for success of a transformational process. Because all countries are host to different circumstances, there is no silver bullet solution to transformational mitigation actions. Anyhow, thinking of NAMAs
as creators or means to support niches also provides researchers with a pattern after which NAMAs can be assessed, and similarities in their development be traced. Doing so may allow drawing lessons learned for further progress within a country, and possible replication elsewhere.

2.2 PHASE MODEL OF TRANSFORMATION PROCESSES

The depiction of transformational processes as a stylized S-curve is a common theme within theories of transition (e.g. Rotmans et al. 2001), but also within behavioral psychology. The phase model of transitions has been used to analyze and structure historic innovation and transition processes. For example, Laes, Gorissen, and Nevens (2014) use it to compare energy transition governance in Germany, The Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

As implied by the name, the phase model is therefore not a theory in itself, but the application of a certain way of structuring transformational processes within the field of transition theory. Referring back to the MLP outlined in section 2.1, the phase model describes the process of how the “way of doing things” in the mainstream regime is broken up and transformed.

**Phases of transformation**

Typically, every transformation a system undergoes can be depicted as a (stylized) S-curve. In practice, transformational processes will most likely not be as smooth, because they incorporate many smaller factors (e.g. individual proponents and opponents of change, institutional and political processes), which may propel or delay the process as a whole. While transformations are processes, not discrete steps, transition theory describes four typical phases.

1. **Pre-Development**
   Within this phase, development occurs along established pathways. Paradigms are (almost) unquestioned and institutions are stable. Some irritations exist, e.g. caused by external pressure or by symptoms of unsustainable development, which become more and more visible. However, major stakeholders and key players are either not aware of existing alternative solutions, or perceive them as being too complicated/too costly/otherwise unfeasible.

![Fig. 5: Transition s-curve (Timmermans 2006), after Rotmans et al. 2000)](image-url)
Note that in countries undergoing major transformation processes of fundamental paradigms (e.g. political and societal shifts through military coups) other paradigms may continue virtually unchanged (e.g. electrification through grid extension and fossil power plants).

2. Take-off
In this phase, the system starts to absorb new ideas and concepts. Irritation and problem awareness have increased and a number of different solutions to the problem at hand exist. In this phase, there is no common agreement on which (set of) solutions is the best: technologies are not yet competitive; business models are not yet firmly established.

However, experiments become larger and larger. Alternatives spread more widely, become more visible and become accepted as potentially realistic. On the other hand, proponents of the old system may switch from ignorance and mockery (e.g. statements like "more than 3% of PV is technically impossible") to concerted opposition as a possible paradigm shift becomes visible (lobbying against new solutions).

3. Acceleration
Within this phase, new solutions challenge the existing mainstream. They become acknowledged and widespread. The speed of change increases and incidents in this phase may be broadly perceived as “tipping points”. The consequences for the larger system become apparent. The interconnections between different problem fields and sectors become more and more apparent (e.g. electro mobility is not only a transport issue, but heavily influences challenges and potentials in the power sector). International cooperation may become more important (e.g. international power grids to balance intermittent renewable electricity).

If the transformation runs successfully, technological, institutional, social and economic innovations mutually reinforce each other (e.g. the more people buy eco products, the cheaper they become, being sold in more and more shops – which make more people buy eco products. The more people are interested in car sharing models, the more it becomes a business model, the more companies will enter and the more cars will be available, making it more attractive for new customers.).

However, opposition to the transformation may continue or even increase radically by the former ‘winners’ of the previous development pathway, who may now face severe losses in political or economic terms.

4. Stabilisation or relapse
Ideally, the new pathway is now anchored. The magnitude of change decreases and the system stabilises. However, stabilisation may occur at any level from a total relapse to the system’s original state if structures and proponents of the “old” system have proved more persistent, to a fully transformed system if the process has proven fully successful. The change will be transformational if barriers have been overcome and new barriers hinder the transformed system to relapse.

Relevance for transformational NAMAs
Mersmann et al. (2014) have adapted the phase model to a tool to select transformational interventions in a development cooperation context. The phase model can help to identify appropriate actions which correspond to the specific aspects of the different phases of transition processes.
A general assumption is that the current, established and commonly accepted pathway is a less sustainable, higher carbon and less resilient to development than the one envisaged. Any intervention should, therefore, be geared towards transforming development approaches into sustainable, specifically low carbon and resilient, pathways.

The Phase Model (“S-curve”) can be used as a visualisation tool in the NAMA selection process. Depending on the transformation phase, different interventions will likely have most effect in a particular setting. It can be used on various levels: for a whole country, for a sector, or for individual areas of intervention. In different phases different actors are pivotal and need to be targeted by NAMAs.

How do I use it?
The Phase Model is intended as an anchor for discussions. As such, it sketches the “degree of transformation” on the y-axis versus time on the x-axis in a stylised fashion.

We found the tool very helpful for structuring and facilitating group discussions and for helping a group of experts to develop a common view with respect to the questions: where are we today and where are we heading? Letting every member of the group pinpoint their understanding of this question on the curve quickly draws a picture that helps to find a common understanding, and consequently possibilities for suited approaches. The graph may provide some rough guidance on types of support NAMAs may provide within the different transformational phases.

Which interventions are suited?
Depending on the current phase of the system, you can discuss and identify interventions that are especially useful to “move you along the curve”. The following can only provide rough guidance about the types of interventions that will be suitable, as this will depend mainly on the particular country and system you are targeting.
1. **Pre-development:**
   - Foster alternative thinking
     Alternatives need to be made “thinkable”. Fundamental questions need to be raised (e.g. *is there enough solar radiation to provide enough energy for our country? Could flood prevention protect important supply chains?*) As part of NAMA readiness programmes, research studies can help to provide a new basis for an informed dialogue.
     - Demonstrate new possibilities and create niches for experimentation
       Pilot projects help to make alternatives tangible (*This is what an eco-house looks like – it can actually be built*). Small-scale NAMAs can provide technology and capacity support to innovators in pilot projects.
     - Create new fora for discussion
       The new thinking is an outsider to the strong mainstream. The exploration of new ideas requires protected spaces. Capacity development can search for open minds and bring them together.

2. **Take-off:**
   - Scale-up Niches
     In this phase, alternatives need protected spaces to grow and mature. This is way beyond individual pilot projects – experiments need to be scaled up and replicated. These niches can be at sub-national level (e.g. eco-towns, low carbon settlements) or supported by national regulations (feed-in tariffs for renewables).
   - Build coalitions
     Innovators and niche actors need to connect and exchange ideas, to define common ground and lobby for the alternatives they wish to explore. NAMAs may include support for the advocates of a paradigm shift with capacity support and establish a forum for stakeholder dialogue and exchange.

3. **Acceleration:**
   - Policy NAMAs:
     Governmental actors may develop legal and institutional frameworks as NAMAs. This includes legal advice, capacity building and institution building, including the support of cross-departmental and cross-sectoral cooperation.
   - Help to establish new actors
     NAMAs may also support new players who need to build up lobbying power in favour of the new system. In order to gain societal acceptance for the transformational process, it is crucial to integrate civil society actors and to give them sufficient voice, to enable them to convince the mainstream of the low-carbon innovation.
   - Assure continuous implementation
     Another focus should be on assuring the continued implementation of actions defined in the political realm. A common barrier is a lack of capacity at lower political levels. NAMAs at this stage should therefore incorporate multiple political levels in an integrated manner.

4. **Stabilisation or relapse:**
   During this stage it is too late to intervene strongly; instead, long-term processes from earlier phases pay off. It is, therefore, crucial that throughout the whole transformation process, acceptance of climate-friendly, resilient solutions is anchored within society. Good communication plays an important role, but information and marketing alone will not suffice. It is essential that large and influential sectors of society see the benefit of the new system. Questions of cost/benefit distribution and “fairness” of the new system need to be addressed at early stages of the transformation (e.g. when designing law, business
models, mitigation technologies and adaptation strategies). An anchoring within society should therefore be part of every NAMA development.

### 2.3 THEORIES COVERING MANAGEMENT OF TRANSITIONS

Strategic Niche Management (SNM) and Transitions Management (TM) are two branches within transitions research that are based on a Multilevel Perspective approach. SNM and TM do not provide universal blueprints that will guide sustainable transitions. Instead, they provide attempts at unpacking elements that could constitute an enabling environment, including targeted interventions, social networks and enabling conditions, which fosters transformational innovations and their market introduction and dissemination.

#### 2.3.1 Strategic Niche Management

Strategic Niche Management (SNM) is a concept that has both been used as a research and policy tool. Initially envisaged as a perspective to bridge the missing links between research, development and market introduction, SNM is an approach that proposes to address the issue by isolating and controlling the selection pressures (e.g. climate concerns, market interests, regulatory norms) that innovations are exposed to through experimentation. SNM posits against the use of a mere technological fix to sustainability concerns by incorporating its evolution with user practices and regulatory structures through the creation of protected spaces.

In short, SNM seeks to support the smooth introduction of sustainable innovations into society by investigating the process involved in the successful creation and development of niches established through real-life socio-technical experiments. Examples of such experiments are demonstration and pilot projects, community initiatives, sustainability experiments and low carbon technologies.

SNM (Schot & Geels, 2008 and Raven et al., 2010) specifically targets how those experiments have been designed with an aim to:

a) **Create and further new social networks:**
   New networks are expected to emerge from regular interactions within a constellation of actors from originally unconnected fields and disciplines. In other words, the wider the network, the better.

b) **Encourage actors to discuss and frame shared expectations:**
   The assumption is that stakeholders such as policy makers, industry representatives and users participate in transition experiments on the basis of different expectations. SNM recommends the explicit articulation of expectations as a means to provide mutual understanding and more informed choices in the design process of the transition experiment. The intent is to nurture a convergence of expectations from more and more stakeholders towards a shared vision based on results obtained from experimentation.

c) **Stimulate broad and interactive learning processes:**
   Broad and reflexive learning processes are expected to increase the chances of successful diffusion beyond the experiment.

SNM assumes that successful niches will emerge through an evolutionary process of searching, selection and retention. The process is influenced by social interaction and the construction of shared meanings through sense making, learning and debates (Geels & Schot, 2007). The aim is to align technical and social preferences to enhance the possibility of emergence of new sustainable patterns.
Relevance for transformational NAMAs

To identify transformational properties of NAMAs within the analytical frame of SNM, practitioners can consider whether their NAMA intervention can be designed as a niche, a protected space for a socio-technical experiment to develop and break through the established way of doing things. A positive answer will lead to a series of follow-up questions:

1. **Framing the NAMA as a niche** – What are the mechanisms, factors and sequence of events that can lead to the creation of a NAMA intervention as a niche?

   For example, if the NAMA is about energy efficiency in buildings, the intervention can be designed by identifying parameters, pressure points, political drive, support and other requirements that will enable niche characteristics to be appropriated into the mainstream regime of building codes and practices. The importance of timing interventions in NAMA implementation can also be gauged. For example, barriers towards implementing a niche intervention can be made explicit, targeted and timely action prioritized.

2. **Internal NAMA/niche processes** – How can social networks be created around the NAMA to frame stakeholder expectations, while allowing those expectations to evolve towards a shared vision through a learning process?

   The question can help practitioners to identify and map the stakeholders to be mobilised as well as the expectations to be clarified during the course of implementation. Platforms that allow knowledge development and diffusion over time can be created and conditions that allow emergence of specialised actors. For example, NAMA interventions such as grants and subsidies that favour green business models can support the development of innovation champions and active entrepreneurs. Stakeholders are given a protected space to facilitate a change of perceptions and a questioning of initial assumptions for how to address the regime problems of high energy use and carbon lock-in. The importance of ‘thinking out of the box’, based on new information gathered during implementation, can also be stressed.

### 2.3.2 Transition Management

Transition Management (TM) is a hybrid approach that is interdisciplinary in nature, practice-oriented in the hands of policy-makers and a useful analytical tool for case study authors. TM views transitions as multilevel, multiphase processes of structural change in societal systems. It offers a management approach that recommends that innovation processes can be shaped through a step-wise differentiation of transition activities within governance processes (Figure 7) while taking sustainable development as a long-term goal.

While SNM focusses on management of protected spaces, i.e. niches in interaction with socio-technical regimes, TM expands the scope of analysis to the management of societal systems such as energy systems, health care and mobility that span all levels of society; micro, meso and macro levels. The end point of transitions is not assumed to be known but will reveal itself through a participatory process of searching and learning, testing, exploring and adapting problems and solutions. TM recognises that side effects are not predictable but can be managed through flexible objectives at a system level to cater for the uncertainties inherent in innovation processes. TM also views that the creation of protected space is crucial to foster innovation (Loorbach, 2010). It rejects the possibility of accurately steering socio-technical systems towards pre-determined objectives and rather posits for a coordination of interaction, co-evolution and self-organization by networks of actors, who share a vision and expectations for a radical change of the established high-carbon regime.
Operationally TM is envisaged as a cyclic process as shown in Fig. 7 comprising of four governance activities:

- **Strategic** – the establishment of a transition arena through structuring of a problem enables to look beyond their own domains of expertise. For example setting up an institutional arrangement such as a cross-sectoral technical committee dealing with energy efficiency and comprising of open-minded visionaries. This governance dimension represents a long-term (30 years) envisioning of cultural and societal change.

- **Tactical** – activities include development of transition agendas, a vision of sustainable development and its associated pathway. The tactical dimension deals with structures within institutions and regimes over a mid-term period (5-15 years). For example, the pathways needed to translate a long-term emission-reduction goal into practice are set up through development of coalitions, images of the desired transition, institutional changes needed, barriers to overcome, behavioural changes and trends to reverse.

- **Operational** – activities focus on the mobilisation of actors and execution of projects and experiments. The focus of the operational dimension is on actual practices occurring within the short term (0-5 years), e.g. the actual testing of a new biogas technology so as to learn from practice.

- **Reflexive** – evaluating, monitoring and learning from ongoing policies and societal changes. Based upon reflexive thinking and activities, the vision, agenda and coalitions are adjusted over time. An example is the establishment of MRV frameworks for NAMAs and how data on GHG reductions, sustainable development impacts and analysis of interventions can inform the transition management cycle of strategic, tactical and operational governance activities.

![Fig. 7: The Transition Management Cycle (Loorbach 2010)](image-url)
Relevance for transformational NAMAs

Applying the Transition Management approach to NAMAs can provide practitioners with a governance approach that fosters innovation by adopting reflexive reorientation as described above. Practitioners can use the Transitions Management approach to develop the NAMA as a transition experiment. If NAMA developers design an intervention as the creation of a protected space to build up alternative regimes, a number of useful questions can be posed. These include the following:

1. What mechanisms can be implemented so that content and process aspects of the NAMA are considered in parallel?
   Practitioners can consider how short term goals can be devised as milestones towards long-term, strategic goals for GHG reductions and sustainability. NAMA interventions can then be revised through the use of back- and forecasting techniques to reflect on NAMA development and implementation. Back-casting starts with the vision of a desirable future and then works backwards to identify policies and programs that will connect the future to the present. Forecasting is the process of predicting the future based on current trend analysis and scenario development.

2. Are options for strategic reorientation of NAMA objectives included in the design and are mechanisms in place to ensure timely intervention in crisis situations?
   For example, if conditions of the socio-technical landscape change other than expected such as falling global oil prices rather than increasing oil prices, there may be a need to modify the protected space, e.g. created by feed-in tariffs for renewable energy technologies such as solar, wind or biogas power or by removal/regulation of subsidies to fossil-fuel consumption. A reflexive governance approach to NAMA implementation can allow a timely response to unexpected changes and help NAMA managers to achieve or reorient strategic objectives.

3. Have both bottom-up and top-down approaches been considered to foster changes from both inside and outside the system?
   The question can help practitioners to focus on the different levels of organisations at play. For example, a NAMA intervention can facilitate stakeholder interactions across levels in a ministry, across different ministries and outside organisations to induce reframing of problems and solutions by developing new behaviours, values and attitudes. The need for broader stakeholder involvement can be gauged and action taken accordingly such as involving active entrepreneurs in government led NAMA design and planning. Mechanisms to reap inputs from multiple stakeholders and facilitate the co-evolution of a network of actors can be devised.

4. Will deepening, broadening and scaling up of NAMA interventions be considered with a view to actually transforming a sector?
   Deepening of a NAMA intervention is about learning processes, innovate practices and the regime changes required. Broadening of the intervention is about linking up with other initiatives in other domains, for example a bus-rapid-transit NAMA in one city linking up with other cities. Scaling up means to induce wider structural changes including culture and dominant practices. Practitioners can articulate their NAMA strategies in order to enhance mutual understanding and more informed choices in the design process of transformational NAMAs and, thereby, to ensure the widest possible impact of the intervention(s) for transitioning to more sustainable paths for the sector and beyond.
2.4 HYPOTHESES TO INFORM FURTHER STUDIES

The theoretical approaches sketched out in the previous sections each provide a different approach to analyzing and interpreting transformational change processes. Because of this variation, they add different viewpoints and starters for further analysis of change processes in general, as well as specific, NAMA-type policies and measures.

In the following, we have abstracted a set of hypotheses from the theories that can serve to drive further research into what constitutes a transformation, and to define success factors for fostering such processes in the context of international cooperation for sustainable development.

In addition, we have gathered a number of further theses from an internal brainstorming process on what entails transformational change in the NAMA context. We have endeavored to structure them along layers that embed them into each other. They are not fully based on theory, but represent what we believe are important aspects of transformational change in NAMAs. We encourage case study authors to analyze their cases if these apply to them.
### 2.4.1 Theory-based hypotheses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Multi-Level Perspective</strong></th>
<th>Changes in technologies as well as perceptions (worldviews) must go together to induce transformation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformational Change is more likely if there is protected space for innovations to develop.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outside pressure (e.g. through decisions on the international level) increases the chances for a transformational innovation to be taken up by the mainstream.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A transformational change has occurred when there is a perceptable change in mainstream thinking and doing (the socio-technical regime) on a given issue.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Phase Model</strong></th>
<th>Transformational processes follow typical phases that are not context-specific.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different phases of a transformational process require specific intervention types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NAMAs need to be tailored to the specific socio-technical context they target in order to have the highest transformational impact.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Irrespective of the phase, NAMAs need to be anchored in, and supported by the society where the intervention takes place.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Strategic Niche Management</strong></th>
<th>Transformations impacts are maximised when pressures at different levels link up and reinforce each other.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Protected spaces for transformation evolve into a dominant design through the support of powerful actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Broad interactive learning processes through social interaction enhances the possibility of emergence of new sustainable patterns.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niches stabilize within an environment conducive for performance improvement as well as strong expectations for further improvements.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Transition Management</strong></th>
<th>Transformations require a long-term envisioning of change supported through mid-term articulation of transition agendas, sustainability visions and pathways.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformations occur when innovative activities are envisaged as experiments with actors forming a specific arena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transformation is fostered best through reflexive reorientation (of visions, agendas and coalitions) in strategic directions based on evaluation, monitoring and learning of progress towards change</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4.2 Important further theses: Aspects of Transformational NAMAs

We expect that transformational NAMAs include a number of embedded layers for change. The following represents a number of theses that we have grouped according to their respective “embeddedness” from the inside out.

**Fig. 8: Embedded layers of aspects for transformational NAMAs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Vision</strong></th>
<th>Transformational change starts with an ambitious vision of change.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Experimentation and Innovation</strong></td>
<td>Transformational change involves risky decisions and investments that are not guaranteed to pay off.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Governments can create the protected niches needed for TC-NAMAs to experiment with new solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actors and Coalitions</strong></td>
<td>Transformational change needs actors of change: innovators, disseminators, advocates, policy-makers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instruments for Barrier Removal</strong></td>
<td>TC-NAMAs overcome persistent barriers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TC-NAMAs need policy instruments that are tailor-made to circumstance, in order to create a mix of push by markets and pull by policy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Systemic Change</strong></td>
<td>Transformational change needs to strike a balance between depth of change and connectivity to established practice (and habits) within society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For Transformational change, a portfolio of interventions is needed that together aim at change in all societal dimensions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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